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1. Introduction
Clifford algebras, more special Grassmann algebras, and their representations play a quite impor-
tant role in both mathematics and physics (Ref. [27] and some references therein). Here, we shall
study more general ﬁnite-dimensional superalgebras and their representation theory. In fact, our
original motivation is to realize Lie superalgebras of type A–G and their quantized enveloping super-
algebras (Refs. [11,16,29]) by ﬁnite-dimensional gr-hereditary superalgebras, just as the realization of
Kac–Moody algebras and their quantized enveloping algebras by ﬁnite-dimensional hereditary alge-
bras via Hall algebra approach (Refs. [15,22,26]).
It is well known that quiver and species play a crucial role in the construction and representation
theory of ﬁnite-dimensional algebras (Refs. [1,5,10]). Is there an analog of quiver and species for ﬁnite-
dimensional superalgebras? Gordon and Green’s graded equivalence theory allows one to reduce the
construction and representation theory of ﬁnite-dimensional ﬁnite group graded algebras to those of
gr-basic ones (Ref. [13]), which leads to the concept of graded species (Section 2.4), in particular
superspecies. In case the underlying ﬁeld is algebraically closed and of characteristic not equal to 2,
we shall obtain the super version of Wedderburn’s principal theorem (Theorem 3.2), and show that
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algebra of a superspecies modulo an admissible graded ideal (Theorem 3.3). In particular, each ﬁnite-
dimensional gr-basic gr-hereditary superalgebra is graded isomorphic to the graded tensor algebra of
an acyclic superspecies.
Next, in case the underlying ﬁeld is algebraically closed, we shall classify acyclic superspecies, or
equivalently ﬁnite-dimensional gr-basic gr-hereditary superalgebras, according to their graded repre-
sentation types. After classifying all ﬁnite-dimensional gr-division superalgebras, we shall introduce
the quiver of a superspecies (Section 4.1), and show that the category of the ﬁnite-dimensional repre-
sentations of a superspecies is equivalent to the category of ﬁnite-dimensional representations of its
quiver (Theorem 4.1). Thus we can classify all acyclic superspecies according to their graded repre-
sentation types in terms of their quivers (Theorem 4.2). For a superspecies, we shall also introduce its
superquiver (Section 4.3) which can present the superspecies much suﬃcient than its quiver. More-
over, the construction of the superquiver of a superspecies is easier than that of its quiver. Therefore,
we shall classify all acyclic superspecies again according to their graded representation types in terms
of their superquivers (Theorem 4.3).
2. Finite group graded algebras and modules
2.1. Graded module categories
Throughout we assume that K is a ﬁxed ﬁeld, G is a ﬁnite multiplicative group with identity e,
and the composition of maps is written from left to right. For the knowledge of graded ring theory,
we refer to [20].
Let A be a G-graded K -algebra. All graded A-modules and all graded morphisms between them
form a Grothendieck category, denoted by Gr A. Denote by gr A the full subcategory of Gr A consisting
of all ﬁnitely generated graded A-modules. Moreover, we denote by Mod A the category of (ungraded)
left A-modules, and by mod A the full subcategory of Mod A consisting of ﬁnitely generated left A-
modules. Denote by F the forgetful functor from gr A (resp. Gr A) to mod A (resp. Mod A). The gth shift
functor Sg from Gr A or gr A to itself, is the automorphism functor deﬁned on objects by Sg(X) = Y
with Yh = Xhg for all g,h ∈ G , and invariant on morphisms.
2.2. Gr-indecomposable modules
A nonzero graded module is gr-indecomposable if it is not the direct sum of two nonzero graded
modules. Since Gr A ∼= Mod A # KG∗ (Ref. [2, Theorem 2.2]), the Krull–Schmidt theorem for ﬁnite-
dimensional K -algebras implies the following well-known result:
Theorem 2.1 (Graded version of Krull–Schmidt theorem). Let A be a ﬁnite-dimensional G-graded K -algebra
and M ∈ gr A. Then M is gr-indecomposable if and only if Endgr A(M) is local. Moreover, each nonzero graded
module in gr A has a unique decomposition of gr-indecomposables up to permutation and graded isomorphism.
A G-graded K -algebra is said to be gr-local if every homogeneous element is either invertible or
nilpotent. It is easy to get the following characterization of gr-local algebras:
Proposition 2.1. Let A be a ﬁnite-dimensional G-graded K -algebra. Then the following statements are equiv-
alent:
(1) A is gr-local.
(2) A/ JG(A) is a gr-division algebra.
(3) The initial subalgebra Ae of A is local.
In this case, the graded Jacobson radical JG(A) of A is just the graded ideal of A generated by all homogeneous
nilpotent elements in A.
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free group graded Artin algebra with local initial subring is local. Indeed, the latter does not hold
for ﬁnite group graded algebras: We consider the Z2-graded algebra A = A0¯ ⊕ A1¯ where A0¯ := K ,
A1¯ := Kε, and ε2 := 1. Clearly, the initial subalgebra of A is local, but A is not local in the case of
char K = 2, since 12 (1+ ε) is an idempotent which is neither invertible nor nilpotent.
This example also implies that [14, Theorem 2.2(1)], which says that for a torsion-free group
graded Artin algebra A, M ∈ gr A is gr-indecomposable if and only if F(M) is an indecomposable
A-module, does not hold for ﬁnite group graded algebras: Indeed, in the case of char K = 2, A is itself
a gr-simple A-module but F(A) is decomposable, since forgotten grading A ∼= K ⊕ K as algebras.
Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 2.1 deduce another characterization of gr-indecomposable modules:
Proposition 2.2. Let A be a ﬁnite-dimensional G-graded K -algebra and M ∈ gr A. Then M is gr-inde-
composable if and only if ENDA(M) is gr-local.
All ﬁnite-dimensional gr-indecomposable gr-projective modules over a ﬁnite-dimensional G-
graded K -algebra can be classiﬁed easily as follows:
Proposition 2.3. Let A be a ﬁnite-dimensional G-graded K -algebra. Then, up to graded isomorphism, all
ﬁnite-dimensional gr-indecomposable gr-projective A-modules are of form Sg(P ) where g ∈ G and P is a
gr-indecomposable direct summand of A.
2.3. Graded equivalences
Gordon and Green had built the graded equivalence theory for Z-graded algebras (Ref. [13, Sec-
tion 5]). For ﬁnite group graded algebras, it can be obtained similarly.
Let A and B be G-graded K -algebras. A functor U : Gr A → Gr B is called a graded functor if it
commutes with the shift functors Sg for all g ∈ G . Let U ,V : Gr A → Gr B be two graded functors.
A natural transformation η : U → V is said to be graded if ηSg (M) = Sg(ηM) for all g ∈ G and M ∈
Gr A. A graded functor U : Gr A → Gr B is called a graded equivalence, if there is a graded functor
V : Gr B → Gr A such that there are graded natural isomorphisms VU ∼= 1Gr A and UV ∼= 1Gr B . We say
that A and B are graded equivalent if there is a graded equivalence Gr A → Gr B .
An equivalence L : Mod A → Mod B is called a graded equivalence if there is a graded functor
U :Gr A → Gr B such that FU = LF .
Theorem 2.2. (Cf. [13, Theorem 5.4].) Let A and B be G-graded K -algebras. Then the following statements are
equivalent:
(1) A and B are graded equivalent.
(2) There is a graded equivalence Mod A → Mod B.
(3) There exists P ∈ Gr A such that F(P ) is a ﬁnitely generated projective generator in Mod A and ENDA(P )
is isomorphic to B as graded algebras.
A ﬁnite-dimensional G-graded K -algebra A is gr-basic if it satisﬁes the equivalent conditions of
the following proposition (whose proof is standard).
Proposition 2.4. Let A be a ﬁnite-dimensional G-graded K -algebra. Then the following conditions are equiv-
alent:
(1) Any decomposition A = ⊕ri=1 Pi of A into gr-indecomposable gr-projective modules satisﬁes Pi 
Sg(P j) for all g ∈ G and i = j.
(2) A/ JG(A) is a direct sum of gr-division algebras.
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indecomposable gr-projective A-modules up to graded isomorphism and shift. It follows from The-
orem 2.2 and Proposition 2.4 that A is graded equivalent to ENDA(
⊕n
i=1 Pi) which is gr-basic. Thus
we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.3. Any ﬁnite-dimensional G-graded K -algebra is graded equivalent to a gr-basic algebra.
2.4. Graded species
In order to construct all ﬁnite-dimensional gr-basic superalgebras, we introduce the concept of
superspecies, more general, graded species.
Deﬁnition 2.1. A G-graded K -species S = (Di, jMi)i, j∈I with I := {1,2, . . . ,n} is a collection of ﬁnite-
dimensional gr-division algebras Di and ﬁnite-dimensional graded D j–Di-bimodules jMi such that K
operates on jMi centrally, i.e., km =mk for all k ∈ K and m ∈ jMi . A Z2-graded K -species is called a
superspecies.
Let A be a ﬁnite-dimensional gr-basic G-graded K -algebra. Then A/ J G(A) =⊕ni=1 Di where Di ’s
are gr-division algebras, and JG(A)/ JG(A)2 =⊕i, j∈I jMi where jMi is a graded D j–Di-bimodule for
all i, j ∈ I . We call SA = (Di, jMi)i, j∈I the graded species of A.
A representation V = (Vi, jφi)i, j∈I of a G-graded K -species S = (Di, jMi)i, j∈I is a collection of
graded Di-modules Vi and graded D j-module morphisms jφi : jMi ⊗Di V i → V j for all i, j ∈ I .
We say a representation V = (Vi, jφi)i, j∈I is ﬁnite-dimensional if all Vi are ﬁnite-dimensional. Let
V = (Vi, jφi)i, j∈I and W = (Wi, jψi)i, j∈I be representations of S . Then the direct sum of the repre-
sentations V and W is the representation V ⊕ W := (Vi ⊕ Wi,diag{ jφi, jψi})i, j∈I . A representation
of a G-graded K -species is said to be indecomposable if it is not the direct sum of two nonzero
representations. A morphism α = (αi)i∈I : V → W is a collection of graded Di-module morphisms
αi : Vi → W j such that (1 ⊗ αi) jψi = jφi α j for all i, j ∈ I . All representations of S and all mor-
phisms between them form an abelian category RepS . We denote by repS the full subcategory of
RepS consisting of all ﬁnite-dimensional representations.
Let R be a G-graded K -algebra and M a graded R–R-bimodule. With the pair (R,M) we associate
a graded tensor algebra T (R,M) =⊕∞i=0 M⊗R i , where M⊗R0 = R , M⊗R1 = M , M⊗R i is the i-folds tensor
product M⊗R · · ·⊗R M , and the multiplication is induced by the tensor product. We say a graded ideal
I of T (R,M) is admissible if (
⊕
i1 M
⊗R i)t ⊆ I ⊆ (⊕i1 M⊗R i)2 for some t  2.
Similar to [4, Proposition 10.1], we have the following proposition.
Proposition 2.5. Let S = (Di, jMi)i, j∈I be a G-graded K -species. Then RepS and repS are equivalent to
Gr T (S ) and gr T (S ), respectively.
With a G-graded K -species S = (Di, jMi)i, j∈I we associate a graded tensor algebra T (S ) :=
T (R,M), where R :=⊕i∈I Di and M :=
⊕
i, j∈I jMi . A G-graded K -species S is said to be acyclic
if its graded tensor algebra T (S ) is ﬁnite-dimensional.
Remark 2.2. If S is an acyclic G-graded K -species then, by Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 2.5, repS
is a Krull–Schmidt category (Ref. [25, p. 52]).
2.5. Graded representation type
Let K be an algebraically closed ﬁeld. Due to [2, Theorem 2.2], it is reasonable to deﬁne the graded
representation type of G-graded K -algebras as follows:
Deﬁnition 2.2. A ﬁnite-dimensional G-graded K -algebra A is gr-representation-ﬁnite (resp. gr-tame,
gr-wild) if the smash product A # KG∗ is representation-ﬁnite (resp. tame, wild).
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A # KG∗ , we obtain that a ﬁnite-dimensional G-graded K -algebra A is either gr-tame or gr-wild, and
not both.
(2) In the case of char K  |G|, a ﬁnite-dimensional G-graded K -algebra A is gr-representation-
ﬁnite (resp. gr-tame, gr-wild) if and only if (forgotten G-grading) A is representation-ﬁnite (resp.
tame, wild) (Ref. [18, Theorem 4.5]). The well-known examples in [12, Section 3] implies that the
condition char K  |G| is necessary.
3. Constructions of superalgebras
A Z2-graded K -algebra is usually called a superalgebra. In this section, we shall consider the con-
struction of all ﬁnite-dimensional superalgebras. Let Q be a quiver with vertex set Q 0 and arrow
set Q 1. Then any map Q 1 → Z2 induces a Z2-grading on the path algebra K Q . Thus K Q /I is a
ﬁnite-dimensional gr-basic superalgebra for each admissible graded ideal I of K Q . For the knowledge
of quivers and their representation theory, we refer to [1]. It is natural to ask whether all ﬁnite-
dimensional gr-basic superalgebras can be obtained in this way? The answer is NO! Indeed, exactly
all elementary superalgebras can be obtained in this way.
3.1. Elementary superalgebras
An elementary superalgebra A is a ﬁnite-dimensional superalgebra such that A/ J G(A) ∼= K ×· · ·× K
as superalgebras. It follows from Proposition 2.4 that an elementary superalgebra is gr-basic.
A superquiver is an oriented diagram whose vertices are either white vertices ◦ or black vertices •,
and whose arrows are either solid arrows  or dotted arrows         . We say a superquiver is
1-color if all its vertices are of the same color, and 2-color otherwise. An elementary superquiver is
a superquiver with only white vertices. The underlying quiver Q of a superquiver Q is the quiver
obtained from Q by changing all black vertices into white ones and all dotted arrows into solid
ones respectively. The underlying diagram Q of a superquiver Q is the diagram obtained from Q by
changing all black vertices into white ones and all arrows into edges.
For an elementary superquiver Q , we deﬁne its path superalgebra K Q to be the superalgebra which
has all paths as a K -basis, whose multiplication is given by the concatenation of paths, and the Z2-
grading on K Q is given by deg(◦) = deg( ) := 0¯ and deg(        ) := 1¯.
Note that each ﬁnite-dimensional superalgebra A has a complete set of degree 0¯ primitive orthog-
onal idempotents. Analogous to [1, Theorem III.1.9] and [1, Proposition III.1.13], we can obtain the
following theorem:
Theorem 3.1. An elementary superalgebra A is graded isomorphic to K Q /I where K Q is the path super-
algebra of some elementary superquiver Q and I is an admissible graded ideal of K Q . Furthermore, if A is
gr-hereditary then A is graded isomorphic to K Q for an acyclic elementary superquiver Q .
3.2. Construction of ﬁnite-dimensional superalgebras
From now on, we always assume that K is an algebraically closed ﬁeld.
All ﬁnite-dimensional gr-division superalgebras can be classiﬁed as follows:
Proposition 3.1. Let A be a ﬁnite-dimensional gr-division superalgebra. Then A is either K with trivial grading
or D with D 0¯ = K , D 1¯ = Kε and ε2 = 1.
Proof. It is easy to see that A = A0¯ ⊕ A0¯ε for some ε ∈ A1¯ . Since A0¯ is a ﬁnite-dimensional division
algebra and K is algebraically closed, we have A0¯ = K (Ref. [23, Lemma 3.5]). Thus A = K ⊕ Kε with
ε2 ∈ K . If ε = 0 then A = K . If ε = 0 then we may assume that ε2 = 1, since K is algebraically
closed. 
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algebra Ae = A⊗K Aop are ﬁnite-dimensional superalgebras with natural grading. A ﬁnite-dimensional
superalgebra is said to be super-separable if A is a gr-projective Ae-module, or equivalently there exists
a degree 0¯ element  of the graded A–A-bimodule A ⊗K A (isomorphic to Ae) such that the graded
Ae-module epimorphism μ : Ae → A given by μ(x⊗ yo) = xy maps  to 1 and a = a for all a ∈ A.
Clearly, the direct product of ﬁnitely many super-separable algebras is super-separable.
Proposition 3.2. If char K = 2 then any ﬁnite-dimensional gr-basic gr-semisimple superalgebra A is super-
separable.
Proof. It follows from Proposition 2.4 and Proposition 3.1 that A ∼= ⊕ni=1Di as superalgebras where
Di = K or D for all i. Clearly, K is super-separable. In order to show that D is super-separable, it
suﬃces to take  = 12 (1⊗ 1+ ε ⊗ ε). 
A square zero super-extension of a superalgebra R by a graded R–R-bimodule M is a superalgebra
E , together with a superalgebra epimorphism φ : E → R such that Kerφ is a square zero graded ideal,
and a graded R–R-bimodule isomorphism of M with Kerφ (cf. [28, §9.3]). We say two square zero
super-extensions E and E ′ of R by M are equivalent if there is a superalgebra isomorphism ψ : E → E ′
such that the following diagram commutes:
M E
ψ
R
M E ′ R
Lemma 3.1. Let R be a superalgebra and M a graded R–R-bimodule. Then the equivalence classes of square
zero super-extensions of R by M are in 1–1 correspondence with the elements of Ext2Gr Re (R,M).
Proof. Analogous to the proof of [28, Theorem 9.3.1]. It suﬃces to note that all boundary maps in the
bar resolution of R are graded (Ref. [19]). 
We say that a superalgebra R is super-quasifree if for every square zero super-extension M 
E
φ
 T of a superalgebra T by a graded T–T -bimodule M and every superalgebra homomorphism
ψ : R → T , there exists a superalgebra homomorphism ϕ : R → E lifting ψ , i.e., ϕφ = ψ .
Lemma 3.2. A superalgebra R is super-quasifree if and only if Ext2Gr Re (R,M) = 0 for all graded R–R-
bimodule M.
Proof. Owing to Lemma 3.1, we need do little modiﬁcation on the proof of [28, Proposition 9.3.3]. 
Theorem 3.2 (Super version of Wedderburn’s principal theorem). If char K = 2 and A is a ﬁnite-dimensional
gr-basic superalgebra then there is a sub-superalgebra S of A such that A = S ⊕ JZ2 (A).
Proof. Since A is gr-basic, we have R := A/ JZ2 (A) =
⊕n
i=1 Di is a gr-basic gr-semisimple superal-
gebra. By Proposition 3.2, R is super-separable. Thus ExtnGr Re (R,M) = 0 for all n  1 and M ∈ Gr Re .
It follows from Lemma 3.2 that R is super-quasifree. Thus the superalgebra identity R → R can be
lifted successively to R → A/ J2
Z2
(A), R → A/ JZ2 (A)3, . . .. Since JZ2 (A)m = 0 for some m, it is even-
tually lifted to ϕ : R → A/ JZ2 (A)m = A. Hence there is a sub-superalgebra S = Imϕ of A such that
A = S ⊕ JZ2 (A). 
It is well known that each ﬁnite-dimensional basic K -algebra is isomorphic to the factor of a path
algebra modulo an admissible ideal. Now we can obtain its super version:
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T (SA)/I where SA is the superspecies of A and I is an admissible graded ideal of T (SA). Furthermore,
if A is gr-hereditary then SA is acyclic and A is graded isomorphic to T (SA).
Proof. Due to char K = 2 and [2, Theorem 4.4], we may let J := JZ2 (A) = J (A), R := A/ J , and M :=
J/ J2. Thus T (SA) = T (R,M). It follows from Theorem 3.2 that A = S ⊕ J for some sub-superalgebra
S of A. Thus there is a natural superalgebra isomorphism ϕ0 : R = A/ J → S .
Forgotten grading, S ∼= A/ J is isomorphic to the direct product of some copies of K , so S is sep-
arable and Se is semisimple. Owing to char K = 2, applying [20, Corollary 6.3.6], [24, Theorem 1.3
and Theorem 1.4] or [1, Theorem III.4.4], and [2, Theorem 3.5] in turn, we obtain gr-gl.dim Se =
gl.dim Se # KZ∗2 = gl.dim Se # KZ∗2 ∗ Z2 = gl.dim Se = 0, i.e., Se is a gr-semisimple superalgebra. Hence
the exact sequence of graded S–S-bimodules J2 J  J/ J2 splits. So J = N ⊕ J2 for some graded
S–S-bimodule N of J . Thus there is a natural graded R–R-bimodule isomorphism ϕ1 : M = J/ J2 → N ,
where the graded R–R-bimodule structure of N is induced by ϕ0. Denote by Ni the subset of J i con-
sisting of all ﬁnite sum of the products of i elements in N . Then Ni is a graded S–S-subbimodule
of J i . By induction we obtain J i = Ni ⊕ J i+1 for all i  1. Suppose Jm+1 = 0 for some m  0. Then
A = S ⊕ N ⊕ N2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Nm .
The natural injections ϕ0 and ϕ1 induce a superalgebra homomorphism ϕ : T (R,M) → A such that
ϕ|R = ϕ0 and ϕ|M = ϕ1. Since A = S ⊕ N ⊕ N2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Nm and ϕ0, ϕ1 are graded epimorphisms, ϕ is
a graded epimorphism and A ∼= T (R,M)/Kerϕ . Note that ϕ(M⊗R i) ⊆ J i ⊆ J2 for i  2 and ϕ|R⊕M is
an isomorphism, so Kerϕ ⊆⊕i2 M⊗R i . Since J t = 0 for some t , we have
⊕
it M
⊗R i ⊆ Kerϕ . Thus
A ∼= T (R,M)/I where I := Kerϕ is an admissible graded ideal of T (SA).
Now assume that A is a ﬁnite-dimensional gr-basic gr-hereditary superalgebra. By above proof
we have A ∼= T (SA)/I where I is an admissible graded ideal of T (SA). Thus T (SA) must be
ﬁnite-dimensional: Indeed, we may assume that 1 =∑ni=1 ei is a decomposition of 1 into degree 0¯
primitive orthogonal idempotents such that ei Rei = Di and e jMei = jMi for all i, j ∈ I = {1,2, . . . ,n}
where SA := (Di, jMi)i, j∈I . If T (SA) is inﬁnite-dimensional then there is s  0 such that M⊗R s = 0.
Thus there are j1, . . . , js ∈ I such that jr M jr+1 = 0 for all 1  r  s where js+1 = j1. Therefore
e jr J e jr+1 = 0 for all 1  r  s. Suppose e jr xe jr+1 ∈ (e jr J e jr+1 )\{0} for some x ∈ J and all 1  r  s.
Then the right multiplication by e jr xe jr+1 deﬁnes a graded morphism λr from the gr-indecomposable
gr-projective module Ae jr to the gr-indecomposable gr-projective module Ae jr+1 for each r. Since A
is gr-hereditary, λr must be a graded monomorphism. It follows from x ∈ J that λr is not surjec-
tive. Thus there is a proper injection chain Ae j1 ↪→ Ae j2 ↪→ ·· · ↪→ Ae js ↪→ Ae j1 . It is a contradiction.
Hence T (SA) is ﬁnite-dimensional, i.e., SA is acyclic. On one hand, by [20, Corollary 6.3.6], we
have gl.dim T (SA)/I = gr-gl.dim T (SA)/I  1. On the other hand, by [2, Theorem 4.4(1)], we
have I ⊆ J (T (SA))2. It follows from [8, Theorem I] that I = 0. Thus T (SA) is graded isomorphic
to A. 
Remark 3.1. Now we can construct all ﬁnite-dimensional superalgebras over an algebraically closed
ﬁeld K with char K = 2:
(1) Firstly, by Theorem 3.3, we can construct all ﬁnite-dimensional gr-basic superalgebras by giving
a superspecies S = (Di, jMi)i, j∈I and an admissible graded ideal I of T (S ). Note that Di is either
K or D and jMi is nothing but a graded D j ⊗K Dopi -module. In the case of Di = D j = K , jMi is
just a super vector space. In the case of Di = K and D j = D , jMi is just a left gr-free D-module. In
the case of Di = D and D j = K , jMi is just a right gr-free D-module. In the case of Di = D j = D ,
jMi is just a graded De-module, equivalently, a direct sum of two gr-free D-modules, since De =
D ⊗K Dop = D ⊗K D ∼= D ⊕ D as superalgebras. Indeed, the super vector space map φ : D ⊗K D →
D ⊕ D given by 1 ⊗ 1 → (1,1), 1 ⊗ ε → (ε, ε), ε ⊗ 1 → (ε,−ε), ε ⊗ ε → (1,−1), is a superalgebra
isomorphism.
(2) Secondly, by Theorem 2.2, we can construct all ﬁnite-dimensional superalgebras as ENDA(P ),
where A is a ﬁnite-dimensional gr-basic superalgebra with a decomposition A =⊕ni=1 Pi of gr-
indecomposable gr-projectives and P =⊕ni=1
⊕ri
j=1 Sgij (Pi) for some ri  1 and gij ∈ Z2.
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In this section, we shall classify all acyclic superspecies according to their graded representation
type in terms of their quivers on one hand and their superquivers on the other hand.
4.1. Quiver of a superspecies
By Proposition 3.1, we know a ﬁnite-dimensional gr-division superalgebra is either K or D . In K ,
we deﬁne εK
0¯
:= 1 and εK
1¯
:= 0. In D , we deﬁne εD
0¯
:= 1 and εD
1¯
:= ε.
Proposition 4.1. Each graded D-module has a degree 0¯ basis.
Proof. It follows from [20, Proposition 4.6.1] that each D-module M has a homogeneous basis {mlM |
lM ∈ IM}. If degmlM = zlM ∈ Z2 then M =
⊕
lM∈IM DmlM =
⊕
lM∈IM Dε
D
zlM
mlM . Thus {εDzlM mlM | lM ∈ IM}
is a degree 0¯ basis of M . 
Let A be a ﬁnite-dimensional gr-division superalgebra. By Axiom of Choice, we may ﬁx a ho-
mogeneous basis {mlM | lM ∈ IM} for each ﬁnite-dimensional graded A-module M . It follows from
Proposition 4.1 that, in the case of A = D , we may ﬁx a degree 0¯ basis for each graded D-module.
Let S = (Di, jMi)i, j∈I be a superspecies and {ml jMi | l jMi ∈ I jMi } the ﬁxed homogeneous basis of
the graded D j-module jMi for all i, j ∈ I , and zl j Mi := degml jMi . Let I zjMi := {l jMi ∈ I jMi | zl j Mi = z} for
all i, j ∈ I and z ∈ Z2. Note that, in the case of D j = D , we have I 0¯jMi = I jMi and I 1¯jMi = ∅.
Deﬁnition 4.1. The quiver QS of a superspecies S = (Di, jMi)i, j∈I is the quiver Q = (Q 0, Q 1) deﬁned
as follows: The vertex set Q 0 := {(i, z) | i ∈ I, z ∈ Z2} where we put {(i, 1¯)} = ∅ in the case of Di = D .
The arrow set Q 1 := {azl jMi | i, j ∈ I, l jMi ∈ I jMi , z ∈ Z2} where a
z
l j Mi
: (i, z) → ( j, z + zl j Mi ) except for
a1¯l j Mi
: (i, 1¯) → ( j, 0¯) in the case of Di = K , D j = D and l jMi ∈ I jMi .
Theorem 4.1. The categories repS and rep QS are equivalent.
Proof. First of all, we deﬁne a functor H : repS → rep QS .
Let (Vi, jφi)i, j∈I be a ﬁnite-dimensional representation of S , {vlVi | lV i ∈ IV i } the ﬁxed homoge-
neous basis of graded Di-module Vi for all i ∈ I , and zlVi := deg vlVi . Let I zV i := {lV i ∈ IV i | zlVi = z} for
all i, j ∈ I and z ∈ Z2. Note that I 0¯Vi = IV i and I 1¯Vi = ∅ in the case of Di = D . Since jMi ⊗Di V i =
⊕
l j Mi ∈I j Mi
⊕
lV i ∈IV i D j ml jMi ⊗ vlVi and V j =
⊕
lV j∈IV j D j vlV j , we have jφi = ( jφ
l j Mi lV i lV j
i )l j Mi ,lV i ,lV j
where jφ
l j Mi lV i lV j
i = λl j Mi lV i jφi ρlV j with λl j Mi lV i and ρlV j the natural injection and projection. Since
jφi is a graded D j-module map, we have jφ
l j Mi lV i lV j
i (ml jMi ⊗ vlVi ) = c
l j Mi
lV i lV j
ε
D j
zl
j Mi
+zlV i −zlV j
vlV j where
c
l j Mi
lV i lV j
∈ K . We put cl j MilV i lV j = 0 in the case of ε
D j
zl
j Mi
+zlV i −zlV j
= 0. We deﬁne the representation
H((Vi, jφi)i, j∈I ) by H((Vi, jφi)i, j∈I )(i,z) := K |I
z
V i
|
for all (i, z) in Q 0 and H((Vi, jφi)i, j∈I )azl
j Mi
:=
(c
l j Mi
lzV i
lz
′
V j
)
lzV i
,lz
′
V j
: K |I zV i | → K |I
z′
V j
|
for all azl j Mi
: (i, z) → ( j, z′) in Q 1.
Let (αi)i∈I : (Vi, jφi)i, j∈I → (Wi, jψi)i, j∈I be a morphism. Then we have commutative diagrams
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1⊗αi
V j
αi
jMi ⊗Di Wi
jψi
W j
for all i, j ∈ I . Let αlV i lWii := λlV i αiρlWi : Di vlVi → DiwlWi with λlV i and ρlWi the natural injection and
projection. Since αi is a graded Di-module map, α
lV i lWi
i (vlVi ) = clVi lWi ε
Di
zlV i
−zlWi
wlWi where clVi lWi ∈ K .
We put clVi lWi = 0 in the case of ε
Di
zlV i
−zlWi
= 0. Thus we have commutative diagrams
⊕
l j Mi
⊕
lV i
D jml jMi ⊗ vlVi
( jφ
l
j Mi
lV i
lV j
i )l j Mi
,lV i
,lV j
(1⊗αlV i lWii )lV i ,lWi
⊕
lV j
D j vlV j
(α
lV j
lW j
j )lV j
,lW j
⊕
l j Mi
⊕
lWi
D jml jMi ⊗ wlWi
( jψ
l
j Mi
lWi
lW j
i )l j Mi
,lWi
,lW j ⊕
lW j
D j wlW j
for all i, j ∈ I . We deﬁne H((αi)i∈I )(i,z) := (clzVi lzWi )lzV i ,lzWi for all (i, z) ∈ Q 0.
Since 1⊗ αi is diagonal on l jMi , we have commutative diagrams
⊕
lV i
D jml jMi ⊗ vlVi
( jφ
l
j Mi
lV i
lV j
i )lV i
,lV j
(1⊗αlV i lWii )lV i ,lWi
⊕
lV j
D j vlV j
(α
lV j
lW j
j )lV j
,lW j
⊕
lWi
D j ml jMi ⊗ wlWi
( jψ
l
j Mi
lWi
lW j
i )lWi
,lW j ⊕
lW j
D jwlW j
for all i, j ∈ I and l jMi ∈ I jMi .
Furthermore, we have commutative diagrams
D
|IV i |
j
(c
l
jMi
lV i
lV j
ε
D j
zl
j Mi
+zlV i
−zlV j
)lV i
,lV j
(clV i lWi
ε
Di
zlV i
−zlWi
)lV i
,lWi
D
|IV j |
j
(clV j lW j
ε
D j
zlV j
−zlW j
)lV j
,lW j
D
|IWi |
j
(c
l
jMi
lWi
lW j
ε
D j
zl
j Mi
+zlWi
−zlW j
)lWi
,lW j
D
|IW j |
j
for all i, j ∈ I and l jMi ∈ I jMi .
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tative diagram
K
|I zV i |
(c
l
jMi
lzV i
lz
′
V j
)
lzV i
,lz
′
V j
(clzV i
lzWi
)lzV i
,lzWi
K
|I z′V j |
(c
lz
′
V j
lz
′
W j
)
lz
′
V j
,lz
′
W j
K
|I zWi |
(c
l
jMi
lzWi
lz
′
W j
)
lzWi
,lz
′
W j
K
|I z′W j |
for each arrow azl j Mi
: (i, z) → ( j, z′) in Q 1. Therefore, H((αi)i∈I ) := (H((αi)i∈I )(i,z))(i,z)∈Q 0 is a mor-
phism from the representation H((Vi, jφi)i, j∈I ) to the representation H((Wi, jψi)i, j∈I ).
Clearly, the functor H is fully faithful. It is also dense: Indeed, for any representation
(V (i,z), Vazl
j Mi
)(i,z)∈Q 0,azl
j Mi
∈Q 1 of the quiver QS , we may deﬁne a representation (Vi, jφi)i, j∈I
of S by Vi := V (i,0¯) ⊕ V (i,1¯) and jφi(ml jMi ⊗ v(i,z)) := Vazl
j Mi
(v(i,z)) for all i, j ∈ I . Obviously,
H((Vi, jφi)i, j∈I ) ∼= (V (i,z), Vazl
j Mi
)(i,z)∈Q 0,azl
j Mi
∈Q 1 . Thus the functor H is an equivalence. 
4.2. Classiﬁcation of acyclic superspecies, I
An acyclic superspecies S is said to be gr-representation-ﬁnite (resp. gr-tame, gr-wild) if T (S ) is.
The following result provides a classiﬁcation of acyclic superspecies in terms of their quivers:
Theorem 4.2. An acyclic superspecies S is gr-representation-ﬁnite (resp. gr-tame) if and only if its quiver
QS is Dynkin (resp. extended Dykin).
Proof. It follows from [2, Theorem 2.2] that mod T (S )# KG∗ and gr T (S ) are equivalent. By Propo-
sition 2.5 we have gr T (S ) and repS are equivalent. According to Theorem 4.1, repS and rep QS
are equivalent. It follows from [1, Theorem 1.5] that rep QS and mod K QS are equivalent. Thus the
representation types of T (S )# KG∗ and K QS coincide. By the well-known results on the represen-
tation types of quivers (Ref. [6,9,21]), we are done. 
4.3. Classiﬁcation of acyclic superspecies, II
Deﬁnition 4.2. The superquiver Q (S ) of a superspecies S = (Di, jMi)i, j∈I is the superquiver given
by Q (S )0K = {i ∈ I | Di = K }, Q (S )0D = {i ∈ I | Di = D}, Q (S )10¯ = {al0¯
j Mi
: i → j | l0¯
jMi
∈ I 0¯
jMi
} and
Q (S )11¯ = {al1¯
j Mi
: i → j | l1¯
jMi
∈ I 1¯
jMi
} whose elements correspond to white vertices, black vertices,
solid arrows and dotted arrows respectively.
Remark 4.1. Note that not every superquiver is the one of some superspecies: For example, the su-
perquiver
  
cannot be the superquiver of any superspecies.
The following result provides the classiﬁcation of all acyclic superspecies according to their graded
representation types in terms of their superquivers:
Theorem 4.3. Let S = (Di, jMi)i, j∈I be an acyclic superspecies. Then
(1) S is gr-representation-ﬁnite if and only if its superquiver is the disjoint union of some superquivers of
the following types:
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A(n,1):   . . .    
A(1,n):     . . .  
A(2,2):     
B(1,n):           . . .  
C(n,1):   . . .          
F(2,2):           
(2)S is gr-tame but not gr-representation-ﬁnite if and only if its superquiver is the disjoint union of some
superquivers of the following types:
1-color acyclic superquiver whose underlying diagram is A˜n, D˜n, E˜6, E˜7 or E˜8
A(1,n,1):    . . .    
A′(1,n,1):     . . .   
A(3,2):      
A(2,3):      
B(1,n,1):            . . .  
B ′(1,n,1):            . . .         
C(1,n,1):    . . .          
C ′(1,n,1):            . . .          
F(3,2):            
F(2,3):            
D(n,1):  

 . . .    
D ′(n,1):  

 . . .          
D(1,n):       . . .

D ′(1,n):             . . .

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of quivers over an algebraically closed ﬁeld (Refs. [6,9,21]). For some minimal wild quivers, we refer
to [17]. Without loss of generality, we assume that Q (S ) is connected.
Claim 1. Let Q (S ) be a 1-color superquiver. Then S is gr-representation-ﬁnite (resp. gr-tame but not gr-
representation-ﬁnite) if and only if Q (S ) is a Dynkin quiver (resp. extended Dynkin quiver).
Proof of Claim1. It follows from Theorem 4.2 that, if Q (S ) is a Dynkin quiver (resp. extended Dynkin
quiver, wild quiver) then S is gr-representation-ﬁnite (resp. gr-tame but not gr-representation-ﬁnite,
gr-wild). 
Claim 2. Let Q (S ) be a 2-color superquiver with branches, i.e., Q (S ) contains vertices which have at least
three neighbors. Then S is not gr-representation-ﬁnite, and S is gr-tame but not gr-representation-ﬁnite if
and only if Q (S ) is of type D(n,1), D ′(n,1), D(1,n) or D ′(1,n).
Proof of Claim 2. In the case of Di = D and D j = K , since jMi is a Z2-graded right D-module,
mij := dimD j jMi is even. Since Q (S ) has branches, Q (S ) contains a sub-superquiver Q ′ such that
Q ′0 = {1,2,3,4} and mi1 +m1i = 0 for i = 2,3,4. If there exist i, j ∈ {2,3,4} such that Di = D j = D1
then QS contains a subquiver of type T11111. By Theorem 4.2, S is gr-wild. On the contrary, we
assume that either D1 = D2 = D3 = K or D1 = D2 = D3 = D . Thus Q (S ) contains a sub-superquiver
Q ′′ of type D(n,1), D ′(n,1), D(1,n) or D ′(1,n). If Q (S ) = Q ′′ then QS is of type D˜2n or D˜n+1.
By Theorem 4.2, S is gr-tame but not gr-representation-ﬁnite. If Q ′′ is a proper sub-superquiver of
Q (S ) then S is gr-wild. 
Claim 3. Let Q (S ) be a 2-color superquiver without branches and mij  1 for all i, j ∈ I . Then S is gr-
representation-ﬁnite (resp. gr-tame but not gr-representation-ﬁnite) if and only if Q (S ) is of type A(n,1),
A(1,n), A(2,2) (resp. A(1,n,1), A′(1,n,1), A(3,2) or A(2,3)).
Proof of Claim 3. Since Q (S ) has no branches, Q (S ) is of type An or A˜n . If Q (S ) is of type A˜n
then QS contains a subquiver of type
˜˜An . By Theorem 4.2, S is gr-wild. If Q (S ) is of type An then
Q (S ) contains a sub-superquiver of the form
A(n,m) :=             
with n white vertices and m black vertices. If Q (S ) is of type A(n,1), A(1,n), A(2,2) (resp.
A(1,n,1), A′(1,n,1), A(3,2) or A(2,3)) then QS is of type A2n+1, Dn+2, E6 (resp. A˜2n+1, D˜n+3, E˜7,
E˜6). By Theorem 4.2, S is gr-representation-ﬁnite (resp. gr-tame but not gr-representation-ﬁnite). If
Q (S ) properly contains a sub-superquiver of type A(1,n,1), A′(1,n,1), A(3,2) or A(2,3) then S
is gr-wild. 
Claim 4. Let Q (S ) be a 2-color superquiver without branches and mij = 2 for some i, j ∈ I . Then S is gr-
representation-ﬁnite (resp. gr-tame but not gr-representation-ﬁnite) if and only if Q (S ) is of type B(1,n),
C(n,1) or F (2,2) (resp. B(1,n,1), B ′(1,n,1), C(1,n,1), C ′(1,n,1), F (3,2) or F (2,3)).
Proof of Claim 4. Note that Q (S ) is a 2-color superquiver. If Q (S ) contains a sub-superquiver
of type  (here a line means either a solid arrow or a dotted arrow, certainly they are of the
same orientation),   and   then QS contains a subquiver of type ˜˜A2. By Theorem 4.2,
S is gr-wild. Suppose Q (S ) contains a sub-superquiver of type
BC(n,m) :=                    
with n white vertices and m black vertices.
3680 Y. Han, D. Zhao / Journal of Algebra 321 (2009) 3668–3680If Q (S ) is of type B(1,n), C(n,1) or F (2,2) (resp. B(1,n,1), B ′(1,n,1), C(1,n,1), C ′(1,n,1),
F (3,2) or F (2,3)) then QS is of type Dn+2, A2n+1 or E6 (resp. D˜n+3, D˜n+3, A˜2n+1, A˜2n+1, E˜7 or E˜6),
and thus S is gr-representation-ﬁnite (resp. gr-tame but not gr-representation-ﬁnite). If Q (S ) con-
tains a proper sub-superquiver of type B(1,n,1), B ′(1,n,1), C(1,n,1), C ′(1,n,1), F (3,2) or F (2,3)
then S is gr-wild. 
Claim 5. Let Q (S ) be a 2-color superquiver without branches and mij  3 for some i, j ∈ I . Then S is
gr-wild.
Proof of Claim 5. In this case Q (S ) must contain a sub-superquiver of type  ,   ,
  or                 . Thus QS contains a subquiver of type K3. By Theorem 4.2, S is gr-wild. 
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